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Abstract: State capacity crucially affects the outset and duration of 

civil wars. The literature uses indirect measures (such as capacity to 

tax) to proxy for a state’s ability to fight or prevent civil conflict. In this 

paper, we employ a new measure of state capacity and test its effect on 

the (de)escalation of civil violence. We assemble unique data for more 

than 120 countries, yearly 1989-2010, to estimate the effect of the 

composition of the military capital stock (e.g. number of attack 

helicopters vis-à-vis tanks) on the onset, escalation and dynamics of 

civil conflict. Our main finding is that attack helicopters are associated 

with the (de)escalation of civil wars. Yet this comes at the price of more 

indiscriminate violence against civilians.  
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1. Introduction 

With more than 70 years of (non-continuous) civil conflict, Myanmar leads the list of the 

most conflict-prone countries since World War II, closely followed by Israel with only a 

couple of months less. Unfortunately, these two countries are not the only ones with a vivid 

conflict history.  

Since World War II, almost 40% of all countries experienced a civil war, which on 

average lasted for about 7 years. Econometric estimates suggest that around 3% to 6% of 

GDP are lost per year because of violent conflict (Cerra & Saxena 2008). Moreover, trade 

flows are disrupted for affected countries (Bayer & Rupert 2004) as well as for their (non-

belligerent) neighbors (Qureshi 2013). Violent conflict is also associated with indirect global 

costs, particularly in terms of drug and human traffic and the spread of diseases (see e.g. 

Salehyan & Gleditsch 2006, Ghobarah et al. 2003). The bottom line is that it is essential to 

learn more about the determinants of civil wars and how do they de-escalate. 

The literature has identified as the most robust drivers of civil conflict poor economic 

conditions (Collier & Hoeffler 2004) and sudden economic shocks (Miguel et al. 2004, 

Berman & Couttenier 2015, Ross 2006, Crost et al. 2014). Further, the feasibility of conflict 

(i.e. the potential of rebel groups to form and contest power) is a necessary condition for civil 

wars to emerge and persist (see Blattman & Miguel 2010 for an overview).   

Our paper adds to the conflict literature by discussing the role of state capacity in the 

escalation and de-escalation of civil wars. With unique data on the composition of 

governments’ militaries, i.e. the number of different heavy weapon systems in their national 

armories, we test whether specific weapon categories allow de-escalating civil wars faster, 

and impede lingering conflicts from converging into serious open battles. This paper hence 

contributes to the literature by taking the term state capacity quite literally, applying a novel 

measure of conflict (de)escalation, and addressing different aspects of conflict de-escalation.  
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When measuring violent conflict, the literature mostly focusses on the presence or 

absence of battle events in a given country or year, be it at the national (Collier et al. 2008) or 

subnational level (Berman & Couttenier 2015). Most prominently, a country or subnational 

unit is coded as experiencing “conflict” in a given year if a threshold of battle related deaths 

is reached, often set to either 25 of 1,000 (Pettersson & Wallensteen 2015).  

Such a wide range makes it difficult to distinguish between different severities of 

conflict. For example, the lower threshold of 25 battle deaths assigns the same conflict coding 

to Syria or Yemen in 2017 as to the United Kingdom in 1998, when an IRA splitter group 

killed 29 civilians at the Omagh car bombing in Northern Ireland. Choosing the larger 

threshold of 1,000 battle deaths excludes a large number of important cases. Further, this 

treatment comes short in explaining the exact dynamics of civil wars, i.e. how lingering 

conflicts escalate towards open battles and how wars calm down towards (stable) peace.  

We follow the work in Bluhm et al. (2016) to address the dynamics of civil wars. We 

estimate a dynamic ordered probit model using a categorical variable to distinguish between 

times of peace, lingering conflict, open battle, and full-scale civil war. Especially the 

inclusion of the lingering conflict category is important as this category i) is not part of the 

conservative measures of civil violence but rather coded as peace, and ii) involves a large 

number of actual observations. 

Regarding better measures of state capacity, the main novelty in our paper is the use 

of unique data on the quantity and type of military weaponry, equipment, and personnel. The 

term state capacity is very prominent in the general economic literature, yet its treatment in 

conflict research so far comes relatively short. Generally speaking, state capacity can be 

defined as “the capacity to enforce law and order, regulate economic activity, and provide 

public goods” (Acemoglu et al. 2015, p. 2364). When talking of civil wars, it is the first part, 

i.e. the capacity to enforce law and order in times of civil unrest, which deserves special 
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consideration. However, this capability is mostly proxied relatively vaguely in econometric 

studies, e.g. by GDP, amount of taxes collected, or distance to a country’s capital (Besley & 

Persson 2014, Hendrix 2010). Of course, the presence and reach of governments to e.g. 

collect taxes is an important attribute of state capacity when one is interested in 

macroeconomic efficiencies and economic growth (Besley & Persson 2009a, Dincecco & 

Katz 2016, Acemoglu et al. 2015, Acemoglu et al. 2016). Besley & Persson (2014) argue that 

these do not include all the relevant dimensions of state capacity. Another dimension, which 

is probably most essential but also most difficult to measure, is a government’s legal 

capacity. In studies of civil wars, this legal state capacity is part of most theoretic frameworks 

but comes short in most econometric models (Besley and Persson, 2010). 

We here take a more literal approach to directly measure state capacity in civil 

conflict, which we interpret as a state’s military strength. To do so, we make use of unique 

data on countries’ stocks of heavy weapons. Among other things, we have data on the exact 

number of attack helicopters, light or heavy tanks, and rocket launchers that are at the 

disposal of a country’s government in a given year. With these data at hand, we investigate 

whether some weapon categories are more useful than others when the government is dealing 

with a civil war. Take as an example the comparison between attack helicopters and 

submarines. While the former rather easily allow for operations in inaccessible terrain like 

mountains, forests, or even urban areas and hence constitute a huge advantage in 

reconnaissance, the latter are rather useless as long as the rebel forces do not try to take 

control over the government via the sea. 

 We investigate the effect of different weapon systems on the transition probabilities in 

civil conflict in a dynamic ordered probit setting. Together with the common covariates 

proposed in the conflict literature, we investigate how each weapon system affects the 

country’s chances of moving from one conflict category to another. We expect attack 
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helicopters to deliver a unique advantage in fighting insurgencies. Rebel groups seek hideouts 

preferably in inaccessible terrain (Holtermann 2016). This terrain, mostly mountains and 

forests, is easily explored from the air. Attack helicopters, which allow slow and stationary 

flights, have here a unique advantage. Further, attack helicopters have turned out as the most 

effective weapon against infantry and enemy tanks. Their comparative weakness in air-to-air 

fighting and their vulnerability towards anti-aircraft missiles is less relevant in civil wars as 

rebels only seldom can acquire combat aircraft or anti-aircraft cannons.  

Our results confirm the advantage of attack helicopters in suppressing civil wars and 

maintaining peace. If an army possesses a higher number of attack helicopters in their 

military, holding total military expenditures constant, conflict becomes significantly more 

likely to de-escalate regardless of the initial state. If a country starts out at peace, a higher 

number of attack helicopters is also associated with a higher probability to maintain peace, 

probably because the stock of attack helicopters exerts a deterrent effect on potential rebels. 

On average, a one standard deviation increase in the number of attack helicopters is 

associated with almost 0.09 percentage points higher likelihood to directly de-escalate from 

civil war to peace – about 4 percent compared to the mean transition probability. 

Next we test two more aspects of civil war (de)escalation: how rebels react to the 

government’s military composition, and whether the faster de-escalation with the help of 

attack helicopters comes at the cost of more indiscriminate violence. Measures of rebel 

capacity are quite advanced in the literature and incorporate such things as the availability of 

hideouts (Buhaug et al. 2009), differences in timing of attacks (Condra et al. 2018), and 

recruitment waves (Walch 2018). We find that rebel groups know about, and adapt to, the 

composition of the government’s military. Our regression results suggest that once an 

incumbent’s army possesses a high number of attack helicopters, fighting becomes more 

likely to take place in urban areas. In these areas, attack helicopters are less effective as they 
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do not allow to easily distinguish between rebel fighters and innocent civilians. Further, we 

find that while attack helicopters help to de-escalate a civil war, they do so at a price. Once 

there is a larger number of attack helicopters involved in the civil war, the degree of 

indiscriminate violence increases, causing a larger collateral in the form of civilian casualties.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of 

current theoretical work on violent conflict and describes a simple model to frame the 

analysis.  Section 3 describes the data set and methodology. Section 4 presents and discusses 

the main econometric model. Afterwards, we analyze the behavior of rebels and the degree of 

indiscriminate violence in section 5. Section 6 concludes. 

 

2. Theoretical Framework 

There is a very long tradition of theoretical work on the economics of conflict. It dates back 

to the seminal contest model by Haavelmo which was published in 1954. In the last two 

decades, this literature has grown exponentially. This section does not attempt to summarize 

it (for one excellent a survey, see Garfinkel and Skaperdas, 2007), but instead to present a 

simple theoretical framework that can help guide the empirical analysis that follows. Besley 

and Persson have developed it in series of papers (2008, 2009b, 2011.) Below we focus on 

this framework because it highlights jointly two aspects that have not yet received 

(empirically) the attention they deserve, namely, the role of government repression 

capabilities and the notion that the separation between onset and duration is not as stark as it 

is often made of. 

Clearly, other models have focused attention on each of these aspects individually. 

For example, Acemoglu et al. (2010a) model the persistence of civil war but stress elite 

heterogeneity and its implications for (military) capabilities instead of factors more often 

associated with conflict duration, such as ethnic polarization and income inequality.  They 
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explain the persistence of civil wars by modelling the choices by a civilian government when 

faced by the risk of violent civil conflict, in particular, the choice of how and when to 

strengthen the armed forces. Investing in military equipment and personnel is not only a 

deterrence strategy for violent conflict but also an important political risk because, especially 

in countries with poor, badly-functioning or non-inclusive institutions, it opens the way for 

excessive influence (e.g., the heightened possibility of coups) by the armed forces. In their 

model, one explanation for the persistence of civil wars is that (civilian) governments for 

which rents are largely unaffected by violent conflict tend not to invest in the armed forces. 

This means that such governments choose to have weak or small armies that are insufficient 

or incapable of managing (or, more decisively, ending) violent rebellions (see also Acemoglu 

2010b). An additional result of interest is that when the civilian government’s rents start to be 

affected by the risk of violent conflict, the government reacts by over-investing in the armed 

forces. That is, it puts together “over-sized” armies as a commitment device or, in other 

words, as a way of buying-out the military so that it does not challenge for political power 

(cf. military coups.) There is also a considerable amount of theoretical work that focuses on 

the relationship between onset and duration. A recent example is the work of Powell (2013). 

He models the government decision to fight rebellion, or the when and why the government 

chooses “to consolidate power and monopolize violence.”  Using an infinite-horizon 

framework, Powell examines how much the government offers the opposition in each period 

and how that affects the rate at which it consolidates power. The opposition chooses whether 

or not to accept. The opposition rejecting the government offer implies it will try to disrupt 

the government efforts to consolidate power (through violence or peacefully). The 

government chooses violence when it has coercive power, meaning power that is sufficient to 

force the opposition to acquiesce by lowering its payoff to resisting, or fighting. The crucial 

element here is the rents that accrue to the government (or to the victorious faction) in terms 
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of the size of the benefits from an increase in economic activity (that directly results from the 

monopolization of violence) as well as from the higher level of security that it generates. 

These “contingent spoils” determine whether the government consolidates power peacefully 

or through violent conflict. If these spoils are large, the government buys off the opposition; 

if they are large, the government will be more likely to choose violence. The interesting 

aspect of this model is that the onset and duration of violent conflict are intrinsically and 

explicitly related as they are part of the process through which the government tries to 

consolidate power. 

A simple and elegant theoretical framework that is particularly useful for our purposes 

is the one developed by Besley and Persson in a series of papers (2008, 2009b, 2011.) It 

highlights two important aspects, namely the role of government repression capabilities and 

the relation between onset and duration of violent conflict. The basic set-up is that of two 

groups (denoted by J), an incumbent government and opposition (idem, I and O), each 

comprising up to half of the country’s total population and each able to motivate a fraction of 

its members to become part of each group’s armed forces (or armies, militias, etc.) If the 

fraction each group can mobilize as fighters is given by AJ, let the (discrete choice) decision 

of whether to mobilize be δ J. Conflict generates the probability of a political transition, i.e., 

power moving from the incumbent government to the opposition group and this probability is 

given by the linear conflict technology 

    
1

2
+

1

𝜇
[𝛿𝑂 − 𝛿𝐼]     (1). 

In this simpler version, this assumes that each of the two groups, incumbent and 

opposition, have an equal chance of winning (holding office.) The victor group wins control 

over a fixed amount of government revenue (R) but the way R is distributed is constrained by 

sharing rules (or institutions.) Such a rule states that the victor (incumbent) receives (1-θ) 2R 

and the loser group (the opposition) receives θ2R, where θ ϵ [0, 1/2]. It is important to note 
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that higher values of θ indicate better institutions: when θ equals ½ it implies a fair sharing 

with each of the two groups receiving their full per capita share of revenue and when θ equal 

to zero meaning there are no institutional constraints on sharing this prize. Each member of 

the total population supplies a unit of labor and is rewarded with a real wage of w. The 

incumbent finances its army through taxation, while the opposition does not. This is a key 

asymmetry here: the challenger group has to bear the full cost of its army while each of the 

two groups bears half the cost of financing the government’s army. The opposition moves 

first by deciding whether or not to challenge the incumbent. The incumbent moves next by 

choosing how to react to this challenge and chooses whether or not to use its army, with or 

without the opposition launching an actual attack. These two decisions and the linear conflict 

technology determine the winner, and the winner determines the distribution of the prize (R) 

subject to the institutional constraints. The expected payoff for the incumbent government in 

per capita terms is given by the expected return from holding office plus the net wage (the 

second and first terms below):  

𝑤 (1 −
𝛿𝐼

2
) + (

1

2
−

1

𝜇
[𝛿𝑂 − 𝛿𝐼](1 − 2𝜃)) 2𝑅    (2) 

Similarly, the expected payoff for the opposition group in per capita terms is given by 

𝑤 (1 − 𝛿𝑂 −
𝛿𝐼

2
) + (

1

2
−

1

𝜇
[𝛿𝑂 − 𝛿𝐼](1 − 2𝜃)) 2𝑅    (3). 

Three possible sub-game perfect Nash equilibria are identified for the sequential game 

described above and they are labelled: peace, repression and civil war. These represent 

situations in which: neither group fights, only the government fights (repress), and the two 

groups fight, respectively. Peace occurs when δ I=δ J=0, that is if 4R(1-2 θ) / w ≤ μ. 

Repression occurs when δ I=AI and δ J=0, when  2R(1-2 θ) / w ≤ μ< 4R(1-2 θ) / w. And civil 

war occurs when δ I=AI and δ J=A0, with μ < 2R(1-2 θ) / w. This makes it clear that a crucial 

role is played by 2R(1-2 θ) / w, the ratio of “size of the prize” to the real wage.  
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There are various interesting results one can highlight. The greater the size of the 

prize (consider the case of a country with abundant natural resources), the more likely the 

outcome will be violent conflict. The same conclusion obtains if wages are lower. Lower 

wages imply that the opportunity cost of fight is low.  

In countries for which political institutions are sufficiently inclusive, this model 

predicts peace. Sufficiently inclusive in the sense that the sharing rule is more egalitarian. By 

the same token, civil war emerges for extremely low values (of θ), while repression emerges 

for middle values, all else equal.  

Last, but not least, political violence is less likely to occur if the conflict technology is 

ineffective (low values of μ) in delivering a high probability of change of the group in power. 

It is rather intuitive to think of an extension in which the government invests in weaponry and 

military personnel as a deterrence strategy.  

As mentioned, the model sketched above is the simplest possible version of the 

theoretical models fully worked out by Besley and Persson in a long sequence of influential 

papers. Yet there is one final point we need to make which refers to the empirical 

implementation of these models. Besley and Persson successfully take them to data and find 

support for the main predictions. However, they explicitly recognize that a key aspect of the 

model is unobservable for their estimations, namely the effectiveness of the conflict 

technology (μ). Our paper’s main contribution, below, is to start addressing this gap by 

offering the first sufficiently detailed (e.g., number of attack helicopters in addition to 

military expenditures as a share of GDP) measures of the technology of conflict. 

Furthermore, we make use of a new, ordinal measure of civil war developed by Bluhm et al. 

(2016). This new measure allows us not only to test for the effect of the military composition 

(i.e. state capacity) on the onset and duration of civil wars, but also to look at how the 

probabilities of escalation and de-escalation to different intensities of civil war are affected.   
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In doing so, we complement the theoretical model of Besley and Persson by additional states 

of conflict as compared to peace, repression and civil war. In addition, we allow the conflict 

technology (μ) to exhibit a varying effect on conflict, depending on a country’s conflict 

history. For example, a meaningful weapon technology might have a de-escalating effect 

when a country starts out at peace as potential rebels become discouraged by the 

government’s overwhelming fire-power (provided the rebels can adequately observe the 

government’s military capacity). If the country already starts out at some kind of conflict, the 

same weapon system might then prolong civil war, e.g. because the government has higher 

chances to defend itself against the insurgency, even if it is not able to end the fighting 

completely.  

 

3. Data  

Our ordinal measure of civil war is based on two sources of data and follows the procedure 

detailed in Bluhm et al. (2016). First, we use the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset 

published by the Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) to identify whether a country i in year 

t experiences a civil war according to the established definitions of battle-related deaths (BD). 

The UCDP/PRIO dataset defines a civil conflict as a violent dispute about the government or 

a territory in which armed forces of at least two parties, one of which is the government, are 

involved. For open disputes that suffice this definition, they add up a country’s yearly 

fatalities that can be ascribed to battles associated with this dispute. In the literature so far, a 

country i has been coded to experience civil war in a year t if its number of battle-related 

deaths surpasses one of two thresholds, either 25 or 1,000. In order to hold the measure 

comparable to the existing industry standard, the conflict variable takes a maximum value of 

3 if an observation’s BDs exceed the threshold of 1,000 (“civil war”). If the threshold of 25 

annual BDs is surpassed, but the higher threshold of 1,000 fatalities is not reached, we code 
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the country’s conflict level with a value of 2 and call it “armed conflict”.  

We define a third category which further distinguishes armed conflict and civil war 

from peace. For this purpose, we incorporate additional data from the Cross-National Time-

Series Data Archive (CNTS). This dataset collects a variety of data, among others the 

presence of government purges, assassinations, riots or guerilla warfare in a country in a 

given year (Banks & Wilson, 2015). Whenever a country is mentioned to have seen at least 

one of these four expressions of civil unrest but does not have at least 25 BDs in a given year 

t, we code this country as having experienced a “small conflict” and assign it a value of 1. All 

remaining observations are coded as being at “peace” with a value of 0.  

Figure 1 shows the distribution of our ordinal conflict variable. As can easily be seen, 

with about 70 per cent the majority of country-year-observations experience peace. In this 

regard our variable does not deviate so much from other papers since conflict observations 

usually constitute the minority. It becomes more interesting however when looking at the 

next adjacent category, namely small conflict. In our dataset, close to 20 per cent of country-

year-observations are assigned to this category. Note that this category is new in the conflict 

measure we use here and has hence been omitted in other studies. Including it thus makes an 

important distinction to earlier papers – almost one of five country-years have so far been 

falsely coded as being at peace while actually experiencing a small, lingering conflict. 

 

Our main explanatory variables of interest measure the composition of the governments’ 

armed forces. In particular, we employ detailed variables on the amounts of different heavy 

weapon systems in operation in the national military. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of Conflict Intensities 

 

 

These measures are provided in the yearly publications of ‘The Military Balance’ 

(Hackett 2014). More precisely, we have data on the amounts of following weapon systems: 

Armored personnel carriers, attack helicopters, combat aircrafts, multiple launch rocket 

systems, self propelled artillery, towed artillery, submarines, battle ships, light tanks, and 

main battle tanks. The values reported correspond to the inventories on January 1. As such, 

our values could be considered to be lagged values. In addition to these detailed variables, we 

also have data on the military expenditures (as a share of GDP) and military personnel per 

capita (both taken from the World Bank 2013).   

Unfortunately, these data suffer from a large number of missing values. More 

precisely, for most countries annual inventories are only reported in irregular periods, 

frequently missing up to five years or more of observations. Between these periods, there 

usually is not much change in the inventories, probably due mostly to the fact that new heavy 

weapon systems are rather seldom ordered, need some years for delivery, and wear off quite 

slowly as long as the country is not involved in a large scale war. In order to preserve the 
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completeness of our dataset and allow for the empirical model of our choice, we decided to 

linearly impute the missing data. We deliberately decided against the various possibilities of 

multiple imputation using e.g. predictive mean matching or Bayesian linear regression as 

these approaches would contaminate our data with too much artificial variance with respect 

to the slow expected changes in a country’s military inventory across adjacent years. Note 

further that the pattern of missing data is not correlated with the emergence of civil war as 

indicated in Table A1. 

  

Our covariates are taken from the empirical literature on the determinants of civil 

wars. Our baseline specification includes population size (logged), GDP per capita in PPP 

terms, lagged GDP per capita growth (all taken from the World Bank 2013), measures for the 

political system from the Polity IV project (Marshall et al. 2017), and a measure for ethnic 

tensions (taken from the International Country Risk Guide). We further control for 

international wars and internationalized civil wars as defined by UCDP. An internationalized 

civil war differs from a national civil war as soon as another country than the one where 

battles take place is involved. For our question of interest, this distinction is crucial. As we 

want to study the effect of a nation’s military capacities on civil war, any involvement of 

another state and their weapon systems, either on the side of the government or the side of the 

rebels, would severely taint the results we find. Hence, we decided to only include truly 

national civil wars in our coding, while controlling for internationalized civil wars on the 

right hand side of the equation. Next, we do also control for the threat of civil war, which we 

code as a country’s average likelihood of experiencing a civil war across the past ten years. 

We construct this variable similar to the one provided by the Major Episodes of Political 

Violence (MEPV) dataset provided by the Center for Systemic Peace, but use our own civil 

war dummy indicating civil wars at a 25 casualties threshold for coding (see Marshall 2017). 
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This variable is also crucial for our specification as it controls in part for a government’s 

incentive to specialize their military for civil war purposes because it faces a higher 

probability of a civil war to break out.  

 

4. Estimation Results 

We hypothesize that military equipment which allows for easy reconnaissance of rebel 

hotspots and/or weapon systems that facilitate high precision attacks in rough terrain or urban 

city centers are detrimental to civil wars. As such, we expect attack helicopters and multiple 

launch rocket systems (MLRS) to turn out as significant components of a government’s army 

when it comes to fighting insurgencies. Attack helicopters have the unique advantage of 

exploring rebels’ preferred hideouts like forests or mountains and caves. MLRS allow quick 

and precise strikes against detected rebel hideouts, even in urban or mountainous terrains 

where e.g. large main battle tanks or artillery have no chance to access. Military equipment 

like submarines should show no significant effects in civil wars as insurgents quite rarely 

make use of large battle ships. To test our hypothesis, we employ a dynamic ordered probit 

model with correlated random effects. In order to assure that we actually pick up the effect of 

military composition and not just military size per se, we control for military expenditures in 

every regression. 

Before outlining our empirical model in detail, let us first explain what aspect of civil 

wars specifically we are analyzing. While we will use a simple ordered probit model 

regressing our ordinal conflict measure with its four conflict intensities on the military data, 

we also want to have a closer look at the dynamics of civil war. Therefore, we are not only 

interested in a country’s odds of experiencing a certain intensity of conflict. Rather, we also 

want to capture our variables’ effects on a country’s probability of experiencing a certain 

intensity of conflict, given its one-year conflict history. What we mean exactly by conflict 
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histories is shown more precisely in table 2.  

Table 1 – Raw Transition Probabilities of Conflict 

 

Table 2 shows the raw transition probabilities of our conflict variable. Each column captures 

the probability for a country-year-observation in our sample to end up in one of our four 

conflict categories – peace, small conflict, armed conflict, or civil war. These probabilities 

however are conditional on the conflict intensity the same country experienced in the prior 

year t-1, displayed in the rows of table 2. Hence, the matrix’ diagonal gives the probabilities 

of continuation of a given state of conflict, e.g. keeping up a civil war another year. From this 

diagonal, each cell to the right displays the probability of escalation into one of up to three 

higher conflict intensities, while cells to the left are associated with the possibilities of de-

escalation. As can easily be seen, each intensity is more likely to continue for another year 

rather than (de)escalating to another category. Especially peace turns out to be a remarkably 

stable state. Whenever a country experienced a year of peace in year t-1, it has a chance of 

about 86 per cent to enjoy peace for another year. Furthermore, the odds of escalating from 

peace directly into a civil war are rather low, i.e. close to zero percent, according to our data. 

In fact, only four observations in our sample show this quite fierce kind of escalation1. Even a 

direct escalation from peace to the state of armed conflict, identified by at least 25 BDs in our 

data, happens rather seldom, namely for only 2.4 per cent of our data. Note at this point that 

the conflict literature so far was looking at the pure escalation process into one of these two 

                                                           
1 These are Libya (2011), Yemen (1998) and Romania (1994/1999) 
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states of conflict, however unlikely this escalation is. This shows quite clearly the importance 

of an ordinal measure of conflict as we apply it here. The category of lingering conflicts as 

well as a slow transition from peace to a higher order of conflict constitute non-negligible 

facets of conflict, which should not, but have been, discarded in the conflict literature so far.  

Let us turn now to our empirical specifications. Our goal is first to estimate the 

average partial effects of our military variables on the transition probabilities from any of the 

four conflict states to another. Ergo, we aim to provide estimates of e.g. an additional attack 

helicopter’s effect on escalation, de-escalation or persistence of conflict starting in peace, 

small conflict, armed conflict or civil war.  

In our preferred specification, conflict enters the left hand side of the equation in the 

form of an ordered variable, taking values between 0 and 3. To control for conflict dynamics 

in our model, we apply first-order Markov switching processes by including a vector of one 

period conflict histories ℎ𝑗,𝑖,𝑡−1 = 1[𝑐𝑖,𝑡−1 = 𝑗], (ℎ1,𝑖,𝑡−1, … , ℎ𝑗,𝑖,𝑡−1, … ℎ𝐽,𝑖,𝑡−1) on the 

equation’s right hand side. We interact this conflict history with our military variables of 

interest one by one to test for differences in those weapon systems’ effects depending on the 

state of conflict in which a country starts.  Our preferred model hence reads as follows: 

𝑐𝑖𝑡
∗ = 𝑥𝑖𝑡

′ 𝛽 + ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1
′ 𝜌 + (𝑥𝑖𝑡 ⊗ ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1)

′
𝛾 + 𝜇𝑖 +  𝜆𝑡 +  휀𝑖𝑡    (1) 

Where 𝑐𝑖𝑡
∗  indicates our ordered outcome of conflict, 𝑥𝑖𝑡 includes the model’s regressors, and 

ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1 incorporates the conflict history as defined above. The Kronecker product between 𝑥𝑖𝑡  

and ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1 accounts for the different interactions between our regressors and the conflict 

history. With 𝜇𝑖 we also include unobserved heterogeneity between countries, 𝜆𝑡 accounts for 

common shocks to all countries during a given year. Hence, with the Markov switching 

processes indicated by the inclusion of the vector of conflict histories ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1 as well as its 

interaction with the variables of interest, we can have a detailed glance at the variables’ effect 

on the transition probabilities. To get a better intuition, consider again the transition 
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probabilities displayed in table 2. Note that this matrix only reports the raw transition 

probabilities between different intensities of civil war. Hence, the probabilities stated in each 

row of table 2 report the likelihood to end up between two intensity-thresholds of a distinct 

conflict cumulative distribution function (cdf), which is conditioned on last year’s intensity of 

conflict, and net of the effects of any of our explanatory variables. By estimating the model 

proposed in equation 1, we can incorporate the effects of the explanatory variables on the 

distribution of our conflict variable, again conditioned by the conflict intensity in year t-1. 

Taking the derivative of each part of any of the cdfs with respect to our main variable of 

interest allows us to compute the average partial effects of that variable on a given transition 

probability. 

          

Table 2 reports these average partial effects of our main military variable of interest: attack 

helicopters. The underlying regression model follows equation (1) and specifies a dynamic 

ordered probit model with correlated random effects (CRE). To take fixed country effects 

into account as good as possible, we follow the Mundlak-approach proposed in Wooldridge 

(2005) and include year-average values of all our regressors. Actually including country 

dummies is impossible due to the incidental parameter problem.  

 The results emphasize that the number of attack helicopters a country owns plays an 

important role for conflict (de)escalation. For almost any state of conflict a country starts in, a 
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higher number of attack helicopters in their army increases the odds of de-escalation. The 

first row of table 2 reports the marginal effects of one additional attack helicopter on the 

likelihood that a country escalates from peace to any higher category. First, the significant 

and positive effect in the top left cell tells us that the higher the number of attack helicopters 

in a nation’s army, the higher is the likelihood to maintain peace for another year. 

Quantifying the effect, we must consider the variation in countries’ military stocks. Figure 2 

displays the cross-country variation for attack helicopters. There is indeed some large 

variation across countries. While unexpectedly, the US and Russia belong to the countries 

with the highest numbers of attack helicopters in their armies, figure 2 also shows that there 

is some sizeable variation within Africa, Asia, or Latin America. Note also that the temporal 

variation, despite not being visualized here but shown in the appendix, is of equal extent.  

 

Figure 2 Global Distribution of Attack Helicopters in 2010 

 

In total, this leaves us with a rather high standard deviation of about 185 attack helicopters 
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across countries and across time. Taking this large variance in military stocks into account, 

we find that a one standard deviation increase in a country’s number of attack helicopters can 

be associated with a 0.04 percent increase in the likelihood to experience peace one more 

year. Going from this cell to the right, we see that the odds of de-escalating from peace to any 

state of conflict decrease with the number of attack helicopters in a country’s army. This 

pattern is repeated for the following rows. A higher number of attack helicopters are always 

associated with a significantly increased chance to de-escalate towards peace, starting from 

any conflict category (column one of table 2). 

 

Figure 3 Coefficient Plots for all Weapon Systems 

 

 

Further, the likelihood to maintain a higher level of conflicts significantly decreases with the 

number of attack helicopters in the national army. For this, have a look at the last row of table 

2. While a one standard deviation increase in a country’s stock of attack helicopters increases 

the country’s chances to de-escalate from a full-scale civil war directly to peace by about 0.08 

percent (first cell in bottom row), it at the same time decreases the odds of spending another 

year in this maximum conflict category by 0.03 percent (bottom right cell). Of the other 

weapon systems, none shows a significant effect on escalation or de-escalation. Figure 3 

displays coefficients for all weapon systems in our sample from two dynamic patterns: 
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maintaining peace (top-left cell in table 2) and de-escalating from civil war to peace (bottom-

left cell in table 2). Only the coefficients for attack helicopters are significantly different from 

zero. 

 

5. Extensions 

So far, we found that attack helicopters are associated with a higher likelihood of de-

escalating severe civil conflicts. This however is only one of several interesting dimensions 

when studying how civil wars get resolved. In this section, we propose two further 

dimensions of interest: the interplay with geography and the degree of indiscriminate 

violence. 

 Geography. For most of the weapon categories, there are certain types of terrain 

where each of them performs best and worse. Take a military’s navy as an illustrative 

example. Battle ships are obviously helpful in open waters. As long as fighting takes place on 

land however, even the strongest submarine would be useless. Extending these thoughts, we 

make two further propositions. First, depending on where fighting takes place, some weapon 

categories are more useful than others. More to the point, we argue that attack helicopters are 

more useful to the incumbent’s military once fighting takes place in rough terrain, i.e. forests 

and mountains. In this terrain, it is hard to navigate and fight with battle tanks or artillery. 

Attack helicopters on the other hand can easily access these areas from above. Further, as 

most attack helicopters nowadays are equipped with infrared cameras etc., they enormously 

facilitate detecting rebel hideouts in forests and mountains. Second, we expect rebels to adapt 

in their fighting choice to the incumbent’s military composition. Therefore, we argue that 

when rebels know about the effectiveness of attack helicopters in battles over rough terrain, 

they will decide against hiding there. A lot of anecdotal evidence lets us suggest that rebel 

armies that face airborne attacks prefer to hide in populated urban areas instead of mountains 
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or forests. Surrounded by civilians, they are harder to detect by infrared cameras and other 

tools. Further, while in unpopulated forest or mountain areas random and preemptive attacks 

by government troops yield a small chance of accidentally destroying a rebel base at only a 

small material cost, such attacks would be associated with very high civil casualties in 

populated areas. Hence, we expect a substitution in fighting locations from forest or mountain 

areas towards urban centers as soon as the government possesses a large number of attack 

helicopters. 

 

To test these two propositions, we add data from two sources to our dataset. First, we make 

use of the MODIS landcover dataset provided by Channan et al. (2014) to distinguish 

between urban areas, forests, open field, and water. Between 2001 and 2012, the MODIS 

landcover dataset provides yearly information on the type of landscape at a resolution of 5x5 

arc minutes (around 9.25x9.25 kilometers at the equator). We overlay this landscape raster 

with geocoded conflict events provided by the UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED) 

(Sundberg & Melander 2013). This dataset collects single events associated with a civil war 

identified by UCDP (i.e. with at least 25 battle deaths). For each event, the dataset supplies 

further information, e.g. on the combatants and number of battle deaths, as well as geographic 

coordinates that identify the battle region. By overlaying the UCDP GED dataset with the 

MODIS landcover dataset, we can assign to each point whether the event took place in urban 

area, a forest, or an open field (e.g. savannas or grasslands). For identifying fights in 

mountainous terrain, we make use of the dataset provided by Nunn & Puga (2012). The 

authors make use of the GTOPO30 dataset on the elevation of the earth (U.S. Geological 

Survey 1996) and calculate the slope of a given grid cell on earth following the terrain 

ruggedness index developed in Riley, DeGloria & Elliot (1999). For our main specifications, 

we choose a cutoff value of a 2 degrees slope to determine a given point in space as rugged. 
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We then again overlay the UCDP GED point data with this ruggedness dataset to determine 

whether a battle event took place in mountainous terrain. Aggregating the information to the 

country-year level, we receive the share of battle events that took place in either 

mountainous, urban, forest or open terrain. To keep the interpretation of our estimation 

results simple, we use a dummy variable indicating the major region, i.e. the type of terrain 

where the highest share of battles took place in a given country in a given year.  

With these data at hand, we extend our main specification to include a triple interaction: 

𝑐𝑖𝑡
∗ = 𝑥𝑖𝑡

′ 𝛽 + ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1
′ 𝜌 + (𝑥𝑖𝑡 ⊗ ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1 ⊗ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1)

′
𝛾 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜆𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡  (2) 

Hence, we interact our conflict history and weapon category now additionally with the 

information on where most of the battles took place in the year before. Note that due to the 

nature of the UCDP data, this will only give us additional information for either category 2 or 

category 3 conflict events, i.e. for civil conflicts with at least 25 battle deaths in the year 

before. The results from this exercise are presented in tables 3 and 4, with attack helicopters 

as the dependent variable.  

 

 

Table 3 introduces a dummy indicating that most of the battle events took place in 

mountainous or forest terrain. Table 4 displays the marginal effects when adding a triple 
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interaction with a dummy for urban areas as the main battlegrounds instead. At the first sight, 

we find that the effects are qualitatively quite similar to the baseline effects presented in table 

2. Only the coefficients in the second row, indicating the (de)escalation effects for countries 

starting out at lingering conflicts, turn insignificant. The results shown in table 4 confirm in 

part our expectation towards fighting in urban areas. Even though attack helicopters remain 

significantly associated with a higher likelihood of de-escalation, the effects decrease in 

magnitude. This becomes especially apparent in the bottom row, where the size of the 

coefficients is almost split by have as compared to table 2, where we used the simple 

interaction. Contrary to our expectations however, the effects did also not increase, but rather 

decrease in magnitude when we introduce fighting in forests or mountainous areas into the 

triple interaction. This again becomes especially clear when comparing the final row, which 

indicates the de-escalating effects of attack helicopters, in table 2 and in table 3. Instead of 

increasing in magnitude, the coefficients are almost split by half when the triple interaction is 

added. While puzzling at first, a possible explanation for this observation can be found when 

looking at the behavior of rebel groups in civil wars. 

 

Table 5 presents the results from a linear probability model with the indicator variable for 

urban areas as the main battle grounds as the dependent variable. This exercise shows that 

there is a significant reaction of rebel groups towards the composition of the government’s 
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military.  According to column 6, rebels are almost eight percentage points more likely to 

substitute fighting from any other area towards urban areas when the government’s stock of 

attack helicopters increases by one standard deviation. We interpret this as sizeable evidence 

that combatants do i) observe the military composition of the incumbent and ii) respond to it 

by changing the areas where they attack. This may explain part of the finding noted above, 

i.e. that attack helicopters do not become more efficient once fighting takes place in mainly 

forests or mountainous areas. If rebels adapt to the government’s inventory, and only those 

who maintain their comparative advantage of fighting in mountains or forests against the 

military do not relocate while the rest moves fighting to urban areas, the most vulnerable 

rebel groups might select themselves out from fighting in areas where attack helicopters 

prove especially efficient. This out-selection in turn might keep us from finding an increase 

of attack helicopters’ de-escalating capabilities when terrain is accounted for in the 

regressions. 
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 Indiscriminate Violence. Next, we turn to having a closer look at the actual process 

of de-escalation. More precisely, we will look at the degree of indiscriminate violence in civil 

wars, and how this might be affected by the weapons in the incumbent’s inventory.  

For this, we again make use of the UCDP GED conflict data. The dataset provides for each 

recorded battle event the ‘best estimate’ for the casualties on either side of the battle: rebels, 

government troops, and civilians. We aggregate this information by the country-year level for 

each of these three categories. Indiscriminate violence is an important component of civil 

wars (Schutte 2017, Lyall 2009, Kalyvas 2006). As e.g. the occurrences during the recent 

civil war in Syria have shown, there are several weapons that allow to heavily hurt the rebel 

army, but at a high price. Weapons like poisoned gas that is disbursed over cities has a high 

chance of injuring or killing rebel fighters. At the same time however, this type of weapon 

does not allow to distinguish between rebel fighters and civilians.  

 

Figure 4: Rebel vs Civilian Casualties 
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To illustrate the correlation between the government’s weapon choice and indiscriminate 

violence, we plot yearly rebel casualties over yearly civilian casualties per country in figure 

4. There, the big outliers show the big variance in collateral damages in civil wars. Take the 

Iraq as an illustrative example. In 2017, indiscriminate violence was quite severe. In total, 

3017 rebellion battle deaths were account for in this one year, while there were 4712 

casualties among the civil population. In this year, the ratio of civil vs. rebel deaths was 

hence around 1.4. Two years earlier however, the government troops seem to have been more 

‘efficient’ in targeting rebel fighters. A total of 4747 rebel casualties was contrasted by ‘only’ 

744 civilian deaths.  

For our regressions, we define the severity of indiscriminate violence by the ratio of civilian 

casualties and the sum of casualties on the side of the rebels and the government. We then 

estimate how the severity of indiscriminate violence is affected by the composition of the 

government’s military.  

 

Table 6 presents the results from regressing the degree of indiscriminate violence on the 

weapon categories in our sample. We only find a robustly significant effect for attack 

helicopters. On average, our results suggest that the ratio of civil casualties to government 

and rebel casualties increases by around 0.68 for a one standard deviation increase in the 
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number of attack helicopters in the incumbent’s army. This means that if a significant number 

of attack helicopters takes part in the civil war, the likelihood that a rebel or government 

death is accompanied by a civil death increases by almost 70 percent – an enormous effect! 

From this, we derive the main result and conclusion of our paper: While attack helicopters 

look like a valuable help in ending a civil war earlier, this comes at a cost. Even though other 

types of fighting, e.g. in man-to-man combat and in-depth reconnaissance from the ground, 

must be associated with more years of civil war, these strategies might also be worth 

considering in order to keep the collateral of fighting as small as possible. Governments 

hence face a severe trade-off between ending a conflict fast and ending it with as little 

bloodshed as possible. 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper takes a closer look on the (de)escalation of civil wars and adds several new 

insights into the process of pacification. First, we provide a new approach to estimating the 

role of state capacity in civil conflict with the use of a unique dataset on governments’ 

military equipment. Second, we follow the novel approach from Bluhm et al. (2016) to test 

our hypotheses with an ordinal conflict variable in a dynamic ordered probit setting. By doing 

so, we can discriminate between the effects different types of weapons have on the de-

escalation, escalation and prevalence of civil war. Going even further, this approach allows us 

to control for countries’ conflict history and test for varying effects of the weapon systems, 

depending on the state of conflict a country starts from. We hypothesized that attack 

helicopters would prove as detrimental weapons in fighting civil wars. Attack helicopters are 

especially suited for battles in rough terrain, since they easily allow for airborne attacks 

where other weapon categories lack the chance of entry. Our regression results show that 
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attack helicopters show a significant tendency to de-escalate fighting and prolong peace. 

While the former correlation should come for the advantage to engage in battles over rough 

terrain, the latter might stem from the fact that the presence of effective weapons in civil wars 

have deterrent effects on potential rebels. However, these channels must be analyzed more 

closely in the future to acquire a thorough picture of the correlates of pacification.  

In addition to our baseline estimates, we look at civil wars and their (de)escalation from some 

other angles. Most prominently, we find that rebels seem to know about the governments’ 

equipment, their weapons’ advantages, and that they adjust their fighting behavior 

accordingly, e.g. by shifting the fight towards urban areas once the military possesses a 

higher number of attack helicopters. We also look into the topic of indiscriminate violence 

and find that attack helicopters, despite their advantage to maintain and bring peace more 

easily, must be associated with a larger number of civil casualties. This adds to the current 

discussion about drone strikes in civil war regions and their often indiscriminate way of 

liquidating enemies.  
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Table A1: Dependent Variable = Pattern of Missing Values in Weapon Category 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A2: Descriptive Statistics 

             conflict       light      apc   attack heli    combat ac    mrls    towed    mbt  
         min        0           0           0           0           0           0           0           0    

        mean   .5099554    49.55465    1076.251    41.94453    174.4386    113.4678    432.6986    677.9424   
         max           3        2200       53840        2710        9000        5100       14500       30320   

          sd   .8264315    171.4597    3356.145    185.4823    608.7386    417.0231     1406.212    2039.941   
     N        6730        3696        3696        3696        3696        3696        3696        3696    

 

         self prop.     logPop     logGDP  region     polity2   ethnicICRG  intern.war    threat   mil. exp.   
         min          0    8.361475    16.02628           0         -10           0           0           0     .0349045    

        mean    159.5855     15.0815   22.85526    .2690223    2.909066    3.932176    .0051307    .7670817      2.606865    
         max        6261    21.02389   30.41327           5          10           6           1           9     117.3877    

          sd   559.5052     2.23834   2.478349    .9354926    6.694987     1.46733    .0714483    1.610628     3.374377    
       N       3696       10210    7581       10330        3684        3369       10330        3723        3401     
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Table A5: Main Regression Results 

     
               (1)              (2)              (3)              (4)    

 conflict         conflict         conflict         conflict    

     

     

ATTACK_HELI    -0.000996***      -0.00145***      -0.00136***      -0.00158*** 

                (0.000387)       (0.000349)       (0.000346)       (0.000340)    

     

MRLS             -0.000239        -0.000156        -0.000267        -0.000151    

                (0.000382)       (0.000411)       (0.000393)       (0.000502)    

     

APC              0.0000293        0.0000479        0.0000438        0.0000557    

               (0.0000421)      (0.0000486)      (0.0000454)      (0.0000487)    

     

TOWED           -0.0000577        0.0000167       -0.0000493       -0.0000495    

                (0.000157)       (0.000178)       (0.000164)       (0.000194)    

     

SELF_PROP        -0.000438        -0.000437        -0.000454        -0.000537    

                (0.000368)       (0.000366)       (0.000372)       (0.000382)    

     

COMBAT_AC         0.000105         0.000220         0.000119         0.000229    

                (0.000168)       (0.000210)       (0.000169)       (0.000212)    

     

MBT               0.000185         0.000165         0.000177         0.000187    

                (0.000136)       (0.000134)       (0.000133)       (0.000153)    

     

LIGHT            -0.000281        -0.000359        -0.000222       -0.0000674    

                (0.000826)       (0.000921)       (0.000860)       (0.000841)    

     

LAGGED_C_2           0.583***         0.615***         0.586***         0.613*** 

                   (0.107)          (0.107)          (0.111)          (0.101)    

     

LAGGED_C_3           1.233***         1.242***         1.206***         1.091*** 

                   (0.245)          (0.248)          (0.244)          (0.250)    

     

LAGGED_C_4           2.099***         2.060***         2.083***         2.111*** 

                   (0.376)          (0.375)          (0.380)          (0.393)    

     

LAG_C_HELI      -0.0000148                                                       

                (0.000455)                                                         

     

LAG_C_HELI        0.000106                                                         

                (0.000287)                                                         

     

LAG_C_HELI        -0.00116***                                                      

                (0.000286)                                                         

     

LAG_C_MRLS                        -0.000297***                                    

                                   (0.000103)                                       

     

LAG_C_MRLS                        -0.000124                                      

                                 (0.000210)                                      

     

LAG_C_MRLS                        -0.000508**                                    

                                 (0.000215)                                      

     

LAG_C_APC                                        -0.00000452                     

                                                 (0.0000274)                     

     

LAG_C_APC                                          0.0000193                     

                                                 (0.0000240)                     

     

LAG_C_APC                                         -0.0000407*                    

                                                 (0.0000228)                     

     

LAG_C_LIGHT                                                        -0.000470*** 

                                                                   (0.000174)    

     

LAG_C_LIGHT                                                           0.00531    

                                                                    (0.00912)    

     

LAG_C_LIGHT                                                           0.00113    

                                                                    (0.00118)     

     

LOGPOP               0.363            0.384            0.383            0.308    

                   (0.585)          (0.595)          (0.589)          (0.648)    

     

LOGGDP              0.0190          0.00758          0.00574           0.0655    

                   (0.169)          (0.170)          (0.169)          (0.179)    

     

MILEXPEND           0.0176**         0.0170**         0.0171**         0.0284    

                 (0.00716)        (0.00722)        (0.00719)         (0.0309)    

     

POLITY2            -0.0318***       -0.0318***       -0.0317***       -0.0337*** 

                  (0.0121)         (0.0122)         (0.0122)         (0.0131)    

     

ETHNIC_ICRG         -0.184***        -0.191***        -0.189***        -0.199*** 

                  (0.0444)         (0.0446)         (0.0446)         (0.0429)    

     

INT_WAR             -0.182           -0.159           -0.174           -0.360    

                   (0.436)          (0.437)          (0.434)          (0.463)    

     

INT_CWAR            -1.230**         -1.215**         -1.236**         -1.377*** 

                   (0.505)          (0.499)          (0.504)          (0.471)    

     

THREAT_UCDP         -0.202*          -0.211*          -0.209*          -0.211*   

                   (0.113)          (0.113)          (0.114)          (0.110)    

OBSERVATIONS          2159             2159             2159             2132    

COUNTRIES              127              127              127              127    

 Standard errors in parentheses, * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01   

 

 

   

 


